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CONCEHTRA"ION
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IBPROVISATIDH

The Inspector General (a1. Ch‘ekhov'o role)

Anton Chekhov comedy

COFITACTx

'glo will work on establishing contact. and then go

on to some more complicated exercises. Keopdn mind that the

only aim we have to pursue in this exercise is the establishing

of a psychological contact between two or more human beings.

Don't flounder about, but be very conscious of the aim - how

to got this ysychological process inside you. He sure that you

are able to establish the contact with the person you want to.

Begin the exercise by opening your heart to your partner. Do

this several tines. Then step and realize what it means not

to have contact, and what it means to have contact. then defi-

nitely and concretely begin again. Repeat many times.

The more famous the actors of today are. the less

ability they have to establish contact with one another. They

may be very friendly bu‘l when they are on the stage there is

nothing; batman them -- a gap. :‘fhis is one of the illnesses of

the pr ant state of the theatre; not only are they not able
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o establish contact. hut they even don't want it or admit that

it is necessa 'y. ’32:.“ to remember some concrete characteristics.
4

0: what I L. saying.

flow you muzxt take another step, which means that you
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must add warmth - without :mmth such contact is nothing. The

idea can be so clear and so cold that you believe that you have

contact, but it will be purely an intellectual one which is

quite useless for our art. Don't try to be sentimental - only

try to find. a very serious kind of human warmth. Do this may

tines, starting and stopping very quickly — we must be as flex-

ible. and adroit. and skillful with our souls as we are with

our hmds .

Exercises:

We had done the first stage of the exercise by moving

together symmetrically: then we had three people with a leader

moving together. but not symmetrically) and than four yeople

with a leader. z-Iow we will take some of the boxes and struc-

tures. and by taking them into our consciousness we will compose

things with each other. and with the structures. Do not take

the shapes indifferently. but try to find the gesture, the move-

ment. the desire of the structure. What is the M of the

movement of the structure? How shall I be in harmony with this

construction? The structure requires something from um first

of all look at it and then take it more and more into your bo-

ingy study it with your will, with your artistic desires and

emotions. V

This exercise is given for the purpose of establish-

ing contact with our environment, with our surroundings. with

everything on the stage. Let us take two groups with three per-
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some in each: one in each group is a leader - those of us who

are watching must not criticigc but must live with them, and

work with then, and understand them through being; with them.

i'oving continuously as you have done before. but this time in-

cluding the structure as well, opening your hearts to each

other and to the structure. Do it very actively inside, noth-

ing vague or half-way. full activity. r‘on't ‘look at it without

Lmderstanding what is going on; try to understand, not with

your intellect only, but with your artistic will and emotions,

with your heart and with your x-Iamth.

Now you can feel how important it is to be the real

master of feeling the composition in space and everything. You

must gradually get accustomed to sea. and hear, :Lnd feel with

your center; it is necessary for our profession to look on every-

thing from the center. md than we will awaken a special kind

01‘ activity which is often asloop, but which we need as the

first and most important helper.

later, in your lessons with antrico and Alan you

will get some lmowlcdge of how to do this. but now we must only

appeal to our actor's instincts to establish the contact and

try to find ham-my. Lihcn the old students nro helping; the new

students. please try to com to this exercise slowly and care-

fully. with many bridges and transitions to make it easier. but

aim-rays try to come to this point.
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CGNCEx'TRATIOHI

Let us do a short ‘oxerciso on concentration. Izasina

how you will be ablo to do all those things after some years of

practice. when you are well experienced in those psychological

things which we need for our profession. Concentrate on a tri-

mglo in your imagination. than be quite 57:00 and com-pare the

two states. Now concontrato on a sound. Now be free. How

concentrate on each object, take each with your will so that

you have it.

IL’AGIHATION:

Inagmo a big white flower. than to the count or ten,

change it into a red flower.

COIITACTx New Students:

Let us take an exercise on contact. with your actor's

"foelom" you must touch this stage constzuction. and when you

are ready you must approach it. The scene takes place in an

airplane landing field: there are some planes flying about, and

one takes your attention. The airplane soars and then, being

very, very big . it makes three loops. After the third loop

you notica that something is wrong: the plane appears to fall

down and thou it rights itself. and gradually comes back to the

starting point. Through your feeling of my; and em

you must find out where tho plane is a. each moment, without

v

wanking to each other. It must be done so that we will he-
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lievu you. \

First of all take the stage construction as a :oeture

into your soul. 23 it inside. Then. keeping it in your soul,

add to the fooling of the construction, the feeling of the group

as a whole. Try concretely to £392 it - you must have each

other so finely in your consciousness that you will begin to

work together. Through this you will discover how beautiful

it is to act on the stage, being in contact with each other.

Each time you start, take the construction into your hearts.

And then each other. The scene is nothing. the object being

to establish the contact. Do nothing clone but sacrifice your

egotistical ail; to the group.

Another exorcise for contact which will be more sim—

ple. See the cord on the window; try to touch it with your

hand from a distance. Try to remember what this was like - it

will give you something. Then feel the outline of the black—

board with your fingers, and then without using your hands, but

having the sense of it in the tips of your finger. Try to get

the feeling of this possibility of touching things without

really touching them. Then form a circle, give your right hand

to each other and really meet each other. Then slowly separate

but keep this contact; psychologically keep the contact. This

ability is our capital on the stage: without it we are poor

children. and nothing more. You must 3333. you must gigh this

contact. when you have it add your left hand and this muot
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increase the contact enormously.

Now an imaginary piece of paper is lying on the

ground. Find out through contact ghggg it is lying. Be very

careful with each other — do not be alone. This is the most

difficult thing and it may take months of exercising, because

we are so egotistical in our daily life. The contact that I

mean is much finer than a more physical contact; the solution

lies of course in the psychological and not in the audible,

physical things. Therefore, we must understandxggh of the ex-

ercise no penetrating into the psychological level of such

things. It depends so much on the character of the group, but

the principle is the some.

flew lift the stage constructions with ease and light<

nose. First of all do it inside, psychologically, because every.

thing in our profoeeion must be first understood psychologi—

cally. It will help you to do things when you understand that

through long space and time there is one movement. You have

not yet established this one long. long line which does not

break at all. Therefore. please do the exercise for lightness

and ease. Run and touch a post and then come back with the

feeling that this is one big movement on the stage; don't break

it anywhere. fihile watching. others must g9 it inside. Pay

attention to the moment when you start end when you finish, as

this is very important for the feeling of the whole. It must

be a great experience for you, then you will awaken your actor's
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g Lear will exhault you.

 

ability so that not only Hamlet or H

The real actor reacts with his feelings to the smallest things -

then he is an actor. The anticiystion on the part of the on-

leoker is part of our profession. All these things must be de-

veloped with tine.

Repeat the exercise of running one touching the post.

or pillar. This time sensing the artistic contact each time

before anyone begins. The dynamic and the character of the run

will change the tempo of the next person's start. You must feel

these things. It must be an artistic event inside you. The

whole story of the theatre is music, nothing more. This is all

part of the music of the theatre.

All of our feelings. even the nest beautiful. if they

become too personal they become unclean or used. If you will

imagine great suffering - someone has died and the other person

is crying and suffering. You can imagine it in a beautiful

form or in an ugly form. irrespective of the feelings the per—

son may have. You will never be able. in the real drama or

tragedy, to set too persenel. or realistic. or "used" feelings.

Let us repeat the improvisation of the Wedding Scene.

Criticism:

when you have some true things you cover them with

untrue things. with the idea that you are underlining them.

You must go through all these difficultias until you reach the
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oint where you leigzg_j;LJIu§fixfliinns The feeling of ensem—

ble was not established. and you have lost many opportunities

’
(
1

because of the lack of ensemble fooling. Each of you contrib-

uted one or two moments to creating the whole scene. but you

must be much more bound together.

Think back on what you have done, what possibilities

you have lost. what good things you created.- It often happens

that when we come back from rehearsal we realize what feels we

have been. We could have done this or that, and now it is too

late. Think,,try to recall what you have done, and see the

possibilities in it. We must get rid of this dreadful fooling

that all actors have - this mob or crowd feeling which steals

our psychology: either you are all doing something. or you are

all silent. But you must keep your own line throughout the

whole mob scene. You will see how it is possible in one moment

to develop the whole story inside you. this is what it means to

be an actor.

Take one moment from the Hoddinfi Scone. when the

General puts his hand to his head. Feel the psychological ef-

fect of this. Try to develoy the psychological pattern. The

stages you must go through are: first of all you must ask, is

he drunk? Then everyone understands that he is drunk. and then

the crowd is freo because he means nothing to then.

T“y to understand one simple t in:. If the theme

given. such a long theme as this, the wrong side of the ac-

P
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tor's nature suggests that he has so much to say. Not at all -

it consists of”sparks‘oach monent. when you enter the stage

you must not think. "I have to act this scene and that, because

I will be on the stage like a lunatic. I will say nothing. and

everything will begin to be in general." This is death for an

actor. and from this wrong psychology which every actor has at

some time. we see how actors act such famous‘ports as Hamlet

as though they are made of one stuff, with one psychology, be—

cause the actor is afraid of this yhglg psychology. If he could

understand instead that he has only to react and'sparf at every

moment which presents itself.

Your mistake today was that you have an idea of the

whole. and it seems to you complicated. It is not complicated

if you will take it step by step. if you will take one step at

a timo. To help us in this we huvo objectives and atmosphere

and all these things are like the banks of a river. but the

river must stream from inside. This psychology which is always

alive; this ability to take and to give. This you must try to

understand today because our lesson turned on this. It is a very

good opportunity to think about this. and it would be a good idea

if you would spend some time rehearsing this thing in your ima-

gination. Go through the scene and try to \mderstand what was

lost. what opportunities and possibilities you have failed to

take.

The exercise of two pcopls standing in front of each
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other you did well, because it seemed to you to he very simple.

0n the stage there are no more complicated or less complicated

things. There are always two possibilities to develop the psycho—

logy to the fullest extent, in one moment or in five acts. It

depends upon the insight. not from the part itself.

when I acted The Inanector General I was a young man,

and I was quite afmid of the part. and I really couldn't re-

hearse it because I was under preewuroiL I could not get away

from the idea that I was unable to act it. until one old actor

understood my difficulty and told me, "Forget only one thing -

that the part is famous." This: advice meant everything for me.

and I wan entirely free from then on. The same is true for you]

take off all these weights that are lying on you, and you will

be able to act this complicated sketch with the some beauty that

you have done with seemingly more easy sketches. If you are
 

able to understand this you will understand so much and you will

feel so free, once you get rid of this thing which is like a

weight on your shoulders.

I had another experience in my acting life when I

was very nervous, so nervous that I had to be cured by hypnosis.

After some treatments and after having been ill for one year, I

felt my body was light and easy. These certain weights which

we have on us, or in cases when we are thinking wrongly. or when

we are psychologically ill - it is the same thing.

The third time when I was afraid of certain things
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in my life, a friend told me to try to tell all the things I

was afraid of just to leave no: Again I had the some experi-

ence. and I was no longer afraid. It depends always from this

Side — you must tell yourself that you want to be free from

this wrong idea that one part or one play is more complicated

than another. Think of it and you will find this power from

inside.

IMPROVISATIOHI New Students:

The scene is in a fishing village. It is three days

since the men put out to Sea| there has been a great storm and

the men may be drowned. Only women and children and old men

are left, and the mood is a very tragic one, almost hopeless.

It is early morning; dawn, after a restless night. Everybody

is tired; nothing can be seen on tho horizon. Radiatc this

heavy, helpless, tragic atmosphere. but do it actively inside.

Don't be passive inside, but send out the atmosphere with all

your activity. Fill the room around you with it. The people

have gathered together on the shore, and they are looking out

to sea. There is nothing to be seen: it is hopeless.

flow, out of this atmosphere. being inspired by it.

got up gradually and try to permeate your whole body with this

atmosphere. ?ry to move in this atmosphere, and out of it only.

Each movement must be expressive of this atmosphere. Every part

of your body is able to respond and to express this atmosphere.

which is all around you.
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If-‘FROVISATIOH: 01:! students:

The scene is from (\mc of Anton Chekhov's comedies;

it takes place in a summer resort; the family consists of a

husband and wife. no longer young. but very Mppy — quiet, hap- i

py. and passive. It is evening; they are sitting enjoying one

mother's society. The husband wants to take a little walk.

and goes out to enjoy the evening. Everything is very psycho-

logical. The maid in the next house has gone out to meet her

lover. the night watchman. She has her baby with hot but she

leaves it on a bench: the husband sits down and finds the baby

and he rcalizee that his pant is going to be exposed.

Improviae the first moment when the husband returns

homo and enter: the room with the child. on the basis of the

objective. The husband's objective in to cum his wife, while

her objective is to underotand what it is all about.

Now take the scene when the husband sits down on the

bench to enjoy the evening air. and finds the baby. Tho whole

psychological pattern must be followed, an the ground 01‘ the

objective. The husband's objective in the beginning is to per—

suade himself that it is not 50. After this objective is not

fulfilled. the objective must be to create a picture as the

character with which he has to appear before his wife. The mo-

ment of the meeting; is a problem for him.

The husband and the wife are completely reconciled;

everything is over. How they are full or a. certain kind of
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happiness — they will live fog this small thing. She is happy

because she has something nice to look after. and he is happy

because she has forgiven him.

nase this small sketch on three atmospheres; 1.

Heaven and happiness has come to then. 2. Battle, chaos, un-

hAppineso, everything is torn to pieces. 3. Everything is gone,

and now comes the moment when the husband is not able to look

into his wife's eyes.

Criticism:

When you are one or two together you are capable of

developing a long psychological path. but when you are all to-

gether you act in a hurry. They are the some thing. only that

there are many threads between you when a number of you are

working together. instead of one or two. Blair very often finds

the right line, and then he underlines it and spoils it. Don't

do anything - let it go as it is and you will get the inspir"-

tion. Paula sometimes felt an imaginary audience, but in the

wrong way. She was not sondinv out something as part of the

 

atmosphere. but she was showing that she was aware of the audi-

ence. In another case, Jocelyn could not find the contact. and

then came the moment when she felt she had to do something, and

it was not good. ‘

Sometimes the atmosphere dr0ppad because of the words.

Sometimes actors. instead of acting. began to speak the content

of the words as they are taken by the audience, for instance.
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when the audience laughs. The actors sometimes thin}: that they

\

are good because the audience laughs. but that is the author.

not the actor. Atmosphere is acting. but the content of the

words is something very different.

Itmovxsmmn. 01d students:

The scene takes place in a lono1y_hut. a. hostel for

travelers, run by thieves. Someone cones and aska for shelter;

when he enters the room he finds a very religious family sitting

reading bibleo. The ground is that of atmospheres: 1. Very

tense waiting. 2. Religious atmosphere. 3. Atmosphere gradu-

ally becomes gay. 1+. Burglary. 5. Chaotic and rude.

If-EPROVISATIOH:

This is a psychological study, and the basis is char-

acterization. A Landmmer family which includes many genemlsr

A lady landowner who is a very fine woman, but she has nothing

to do in her life and so she begins to analyze hereolf - the

same psychology as in The Three Sisters. In her are many tears.

Sometimes her neighbors cone to call on her - a frequent visitor

is an old general who pays her compliments, but who really comes

to eat and drink. Another frequent visitor is :L solicitor who

comes from the city with much news, and is very temperamental

and very stupid. The woman's psychology is to give. to servo.

to be active in some way. There is another person. an elderly

lady who comes for a. cue of tea and stays for weeks and weeks.
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Then there is an old servant who takes care of her mistress and

tries to yrotact her, while agother servant longs to go to the

city and despises the people around him.


